Parts of a sound wave diagram

A transverse wave is a wave in which the particles of the medium are displaced in a direction
perpendicular to the direction of energy transport. A transverse wave can be created in a rope if
the rope is stretched out horizontally and the end is vibrated back-and-forth in a vertical
direction. If a snapshot of such a transverse wave could be taken so as to freeze the shape of
the rope in time, then it would look like the following diagram. The dashed line drawn through
the center of the diagram represents the equilibrium or rest position of the string. This is the
position that the string would assume if there were no disturbance moving through it. Once a
disturbance is introduced into the string, the particles of the string begin to vibrate upwards
and downwards. At any given moment in time, a particle on the medium could be above or
below the rest position. Points A, E and H on the diagram represent the crests of this wave. The
crest of a wave is the point on the medium that exhibits the maximum amount of positive or
upward displacement from the rest position. Points C and J on the diagram represent the
troughs of this wave. The trough of a wave is the point on the medium that exhibits the
maximum amount of negative or downward displacement from the rest position. The wave
shown above can be described by a variety of properties. One such property is amplitude. The
amplitude of a wave refers to the maximum amount of displacement of a particle on the medium
from its rest position. In a sense, the amplitude is the distance from rest to crest. Similarly, the
amplitude can be measured from the rest position to the trough position. In the diagram above,
the amplitude could be measured as the distance of a line segment that is perpendicular to the
rest position and extends vertically upward from the rest position to point A. The wavelength is
another property of a wave that is portrayed in the diagram above. The wavelength of a wave is
simply the length of one complete wave cycle. If you were to trace your finger across the wave
in the diagram above, you would notice that your finger repeats its path. A wave is a repeating
pattern. It repeats itself in a periodic and regular fashion over both time and space. And the
length of one such spatial repetition known as a wave cycle is the wavelength. The wavelength
can be measured as the distance from crest to crest or from trough to trough. In fact, the
wavelength of a wave can be measured as the distance from a point on a wave to the
corresponding point on the next cycle of the wave. In the diagram above, the wavelength is the
horizontal distance from A to E, or the horizontal distance from B to F, or the horizontal
distance from D to G, or the horizontal distance from E to H. Any one of these distance
measurements would suffice in determining the wavelength of this wave. A longitudinal wave is
a wave in which the particles of the medium are displaced in a direction parallel to the direction
of energy transport. A longitudinal wave can be created in a slinky if the slinky is stretched out
horizontally and the end coil is vibrated back-and-forth in a horizontal direction. If a snapshot of
such a longitudinal wave could be taken so as to freeze the shape of the slinky in time, then it
would look like the following diagram. Because the coils of the slinky are vibrating
longitudinally, there are regions where they become pressed together and other regions where
they are spread apart. A region where the coils are pressed together in a small amount of space
is known as a compression. A compression is a point on a medium through which a
longitudinal wave is traveling that has the maximum density. A region where the coils are
spread apart, thus maximizing the distance between coils, is known as a rarefaction. A
rarefaction is a point on a medium through which a longitudinal wave is traveling that has the
minimum density. While a transverse wave has an alternating pattern of crests and troughs, a
longitudinal wave has an alternating pattern of compressions and rarefactions. As discussed
above, the wavelength of a wave is the length of one complete cycle of a wave. For a transverse
wave, the wavelength is determined by measuring from crest to crest. A longitudinal wave does
not have crest; so how can its wavelength be determined? The wavelength can always be
determined by measuring the distance between any two corresponding points on adjacent
waves. In the case of a longitudinal wave, a wavelength measurement is made by measuring the
distance from a compression to the next compression or from a rarefaction to the next
rarefaction. On the diagram above, the distance from point A to point C or from point B to point
D would be representative of the wavelength. The wavelength is the distance from crest to crest
or from trough to trough or between any two corresponding points on adjacent waves. The
wavelength is the distance from crest to crest, trough to trough, or from a point on one wave
cycle to the corresponding point on the next adjacent wave cycle. Physics Tutorial. What Can
Teachers Do Subscription Selection. Student Extras. We Would Like to Suggest Why just read
about it and when you could be interacting with it? Interact - that's exactly what you do when
you use one of The Physics Classroom's Interactives. You can find it in the Physics Interactives
section of our website. Picture of a Wave Top , Wave Home. We will be considering the parts of
a wave with the wave represented as a transverse wave as in the following diagram:. In the
above diagram the white line represents the position of the medium when no wave is present.
This medium could be imagined as a rope fixed at one end a few feet above the ground and held

by you at the other end. The yellow line represents the position of the medium as a wave travels
through it. We simply say that the yellow line is the wave. If we consider the rope mentioned
before, this wave could be created by vertically shaking the end of the rope. Often, when several
waves are traveling along a medium as shown above, the continuous group of waves is called a
wave train. And, since the waves are made again and again, with each wave requiring the same
amount of time for its creation, we say that the wave is periodic. Crest and Trough Top , Wave
Home. The section of the wave that rises above the undisturbed position is called the crest.
That section which lies below the undisturbed position is called the trough. These sections are
labeled in the following diagram:. Amplitude Top , Wave Home. The term amplitude can have
slightly different meanings depending upon the context of the situation. Its most general
definition is that the amplitude is the maximum positive displacement from the undisturbed
position of the medium to the top of a crest. This is shown in the following diagram:. In some
discussions it is important to distinguish between positive and negative amplitudes. These
displacements are shown in the following diagram:. Sometimes it is necessary to discuss an
amplitude at a certain point along the wave. Several of these amplitudes are shown in the
following diagram:. In general, if the question simply is 'What is the amplitude of the wave? It is
the maximum positive displacement of the medium from its undisturbed position to the top of a
crest. In many discussions, though, the term amplitude takes on a slightly more complicated
meaning. For example, in a discussion about wave interference the later descriptions of positive
and negative amplitudes at certain points would be used. In such contexts, amplitude means
the displacement of the medium from its undisturbed position to its disturbed position at a
certain point along the wave. All of this becomes clear as you study waves further and
understand the context of your situation. Wavelength Top , Wave Home. The wavelength of a
wave is the distance between any two adjacent corresponding locations on the wave train. This
distance is usually measured in one of three ways: crest to next crest, trough to next trough, or
from the start of a wave cycle to the next starting point. Actually, the a wavelength exists
between any point on a wave and the corresponding point on the next wave in the wave train. A
few of such distances are shown below:. Frequency Top , Wave Home. Frequency is often not
termed as a part of a wave, but it makes sense to introduce its meaning in this section.
Frequency refers to how many waves are made per time interval. This is usually described as
how many waves are made per second, or as cycles per second. WARNING: For most waves
thought about in physics, like sound waves or light waves, when you change the frequency, you
also change the wavelength. That makes the velocity constant, which is true for sound and light
waves. The above animation is not meant to show what happens specifically with sound and
light waves. The animation is about waves in general, and what is meant by frequency. It is
meant to show what happens when only the frequency changes, and not show the
corresponding change in wavelength that happens with sound and light waves. If ten waves are
made per second, then the frequency is said to be ten cycles per second, written as 10 cps.
Usually, we use the unit Hertz to state frequency. A frequency of 10 cps is noted as a frequency
of 10 Hertz. So, one cycle per second is one Hertz, as in:. A vibrating tuning fork is capable of
creating such a longitudinal wave. As the tines of the fork vibrate back and forth, they push on
neighboring air particles. The forward motion of a tine pushes air molecules horizontally to the
right and the backward retraction of the tine creates a low-pressure area allowing the air
particles to move back to the left. Because of the longitudinal motion of the air particles, there
are regions in the air where the air particles are compressed together and other regions where
the air particles are spread apart. These regions are known as compressions and rarefactions
respectively. The compressions are regions of high air pressure while the rarefactions are
regions of low air pressure. The diagram below depicts a sound wave created by a tuning fork
and propagated through the air in an open tube. The compressions and rarefactions are labeled.
The wavelength of a wave is merely the distance that a disturbance travels along the medium in
one complete wave cycle. Since a wave repeats its pattern once every wave cycle, the
wavelength is sometimes referred to as the length of the repeating patterns - the length of one
complete wave. For a transverse wave, this length is commonly measured from one wave crest
to the next adjacent wave crest or from one wave trough to the next adjacent wave trough.
Since a longitudinal wave does not contain crests and troughs, its wavelength must be
measured differently. A longitudinal wave consists of a repeating pattern of compressions and
rarefactions. Thus, the wavelength is commonly measured as the distance from one
compression to the next adjacent compression or the distance from one rarefaction to the next
adjacent rarefaction. Since a sound wave consists of a repeating pattern of high-pressure and
low-pressure regions moving through a medium, it is sometimes referred to as a pressure wave.
If a detector, whether it is the human ear or a man-made instrument, were used to detect a
sound wave, it would detect fluctuations in pressure as the sound wave impinges upon the

detecting device. At one instant in time, the detector would detect a high pressure; this would
correspond to the arrival of a compression at the detector site. At the next instant in time, the
detector might detect normal pressure. And then finally a low pressure would be detected,
corresponding to the arrival of a rarefaction at the detector site. The fluctuations in pressure as
detected by the detector occur at periodic and regular time intervals. In fact, a plot of pressure
versus time would appear as a sine curve. The peak points of the sine curve correspond to
compressions; the low points correspond to rarefactions; and the "zero points" correspond to
the pressure that the air would have if there were no disturbance moving through it. The
diagram below depicts the correspondence between the longitudinal nature of a sound wave in
air and the pressure-time fluctuations that it creates at a fixed detector location. The above
diagram can be somewhat misleading if you are not careful. The representation of sound by a
sine wave is merely an attempt to illustrate the sinusoidal nature of the pressure-time
fluctuations. Do not conclude that sound is a transverse wave that has crests and troughs.
Sound waves traveling through air are indeed longitudinal waves with compressions and
rarefactions. As sound passes through air or any fluid medium , the particles of air do not
vibrate in a transverse manner. Do not be misled - sound waves traveling through air are
longitudinal waves. A sound wave is a pressure wave; regions of high compressions and low
pressure rarefactions are established as the result of the vibrations of the sound source. These
compressions and rarefactions result because sound. Since the particles of the medium vibrate
in a longitudinal fashion, compressions and rarefactions are created. Study the tuning fork
animation provided on the Tutorial page. Physics Tutorial. What Can Teachers Do Subscription
Selection. Student Extras. We Would Like to Suggest Why just read about it and when you could
be interacting with it? Interact - that's exactly what you do when you use one of The Physics
Classroom's Interactives. You can find it in the Physics Interactives section of our website.
Hello, In this post we will show you some awesome images we have collected in case you need
more example, today we choose to be focus concerning Sound Waves Worksheet Labeling.
When we talk concerning Sound Waves Worksheet Labeling, below we will see particular
variation of images to inform you more. Beside that, we also come with more related ideas such
label ear diagram worksheet, anatomy human ear diagram worksheet and sound waves
worksheet label. Our main objective is that these Sound Waves Worksheet Labeling pictures
gallery can be a resource for you, deliver you more samples and also make you have a great
day. Feel free to share your thought with us and our readers at comment form at the end of the
page, finally don't forget to tell people about this collection if you know there are people around
the world if they need references related with these pictures. Labeling Waves Worksheet
Answer Key via. Sound Waves Worksheet Label via. Sound Wave Answer via. Anatomy Human
Ear Diagram via. Label Ear Diagram via. Inner Ear Diagram via. Waves and Electromagnetic
Spectrum Answers via. Light and Sound Waves s via. Labeling Waves Answer Key via. Sound
Waves via. Wave Speed Equation via. Conceptual Physics Answer
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s via. We are just like you, bunch of people that are very honor original work from every one, no
exception! That is the reason we make sure to keep the original images without single change
including the copyright mark. Also, we make sure to include the owner link where we found it,
below each images. So many people ask us about their right about the pictures on our gallery.
In case you need to know your right, you must contact the website on each images, the reason
is we are not able to decide your proper right. We notice you, no watermark does not mean the
images can be freely used without permission. Gallery Type. Useful Worksheet Designing Tips:
Maximize yet ellegant, make your content by using a frame around your text. Typography has
personality as well. Make sure you represent your message with the right fonts. Recharge your
creative batteries by taking a break, ideas might be come too. Have something to tell us about
the gallery? See also 15 Photos of Winter Clothing Worksheet.

